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Chapter 15: Spike Lin Yuan 

Chapter 15-Killing Lin Yuan 

When the venue was vacated, the duel between Lin Kai and Lin Yuan officially began! 

Lin Yuan raised his eyebrows and looked at Lin Kai with a hand on his back, a white 
self-cultivating suit set off Lin Yuan’s extraordinary temperament. 

“Come on, cousin, I won’t be merciful.” Lin Yuan smiled playfully, and turned to surprise 
Lin Kai! 

Lin Yuan’s speed is extremely fast, his skill is very agile, and he deserves to be a strong 
black belt in Taekwondo. 

Lin Yuan approached Lin Kai in a surprise attack, turned around, and hit Lin Kai’s face 
with a high whip leg! 

With a scream, before the legs arrived, the wind came first, Lin Kai’s face was a little 
painful because of the strong wind, so fast feet! 

If this kick is on Lin Kai’s face, it will definitely kick Lin Kai’s face into the flesh! 

How ruthless! 

Lin Yuan actually came up and killed him! 

Liu Yun on one side also exclaimed, and Lin Kai’s name subconsciously called out. She 
even covered her eyes, unable to bear to see Lin Kai’s miserable appearance after 
being beaten. 

Lin Yuan’s eyes were cruel, and if you dare to fight with me, I’m going to beat you up! 

Lin Kai looked at Lin Yuan’s cold eyes, and was also furious. Since the shot was so 
cruel, I would not be merciful! 

Hawkeye skills are activated! 



The watermelon skill is activated! 

In an instant, Lin Yuan’s movements were slowed down countless times, and Lin Kai 
used his extremely agile speed to directly avoid Lin Yuan’s high whip leg. 

Afterwards, Lin opened a Shenglong blow and a punch on Lin Yuan’s chin! 

boom! 

After the punch, only a painful cry from Lin Yuan was heard, and Lin Kai flew out with a 
punch! 

With a snap, Lin Yuan was punched by Lin Kai and flew onto a mahogany wooden 
table, which also broke. 

“puff” 

I saw Lin Yuan spit out a big mouthful of blood, several of his teeth were vomited out, 
and Lin Kai beat his jaw crooked. 

That appearance was very miserable. The second young master of the Lin family, who 
was still charming just now, is now embarrassed with blood on his face. 

With just one move, Lin Kai defeated Lin Yuan! 

The second young master of the Lin Family, who was blazing in front of Lin Kai, was 
directly defeated! 

“The mission is complete!” The voice of the system came from my ear. 

“Taekwondo underworld? Haha, learn more about Chinese people.” Lin Kai looked at 
the defeated Lin Yuan with disdain. 

With this punch, Lin Kai didn’t have the strength to stay, and he directly shot out several 
teeth of Lin Yuan. Even if he was his cousin, Lin Kai would not be merciful. 

“Xiao Yuan!” Lin Lei exclaimed, stepped forward and helped Lin Yuan up to check Lin 
Yuan’s injuries. 

Lin Ting and Liu Yun both stared at Lin Kai blankly, and did not respond for a long time. 

The moment Lin Yuan took the shot, they all felt that Lin Kai was determined to lose. 

But Lin Kai’s beautiful Rising Dragon attack directly reversed the situation and turned 
defeat into victory! 



One move to kill Lin Yuan! 

It seems that the fact that Lin Kai joined Langya is true! Otherwise, how do you explain 
Lin Kai’s skill? 

Lin Yuan, Lin Lei’s son, is not as good as Lin Kai! Even if he returns from overseas, he 
is not as good as Lin Kai! 

Because Lin Kai is a special soldier of the Spike Special Forces Brigade! 

Suddenly, Liu Yun cried with joy. There was nothing more joyful than watching her son 
change his mind. 

Lin Ting, Lin Kai’s father, also looked at Lin and laughed in relief. 

Young Master Lin Family, after many years, finally got the hang of it! Finally got 
stronger! Lin Kai now is no longer a trash dude! 

“Hahahahaha! This time, my Lin family is really out of the dragon!” Lin Ting laughed 
loudly. 

Looking at Lin Yuan again, he was half-dead directly punched by Lin Kai, his eyes 
couldn’t be opened, and he was obviously fainted by Lin Kai’s punch. 

“Come! come! take my son to the hospital! hurry up!” Lin Lei roared. 

Soon after, Lin’s family came to the living room and took away the dying Lin Yuan and 
sent it directly to the nearest hospital. 

Looking at Lin Lei’s face again, his face was sullen, he looked at Lin Kai deeply, snorted 
coldly, and left the villa angrily. 

Even if Lin Kai punched Lin Yuan like this, Lin Lei wouldn’t say anything, because the 
Lin family is a world where the weak and the strong eat the strong! 

“Dad, mom, Xiaokai is no longer the same as before!” Lin Kai looked at his parents and 
smiled confidently. 

“Xiao Kai.” Liu Yun cried with joy, hugged Lin Kai, and sobbed softly in Lin Kai’s arms. 

Today Lin Kai went home, Liu Yun and Lin Ting were very happy. The most important 
thing was that Lin Kai joined Langya. 

Immediately, the entire Lin family celebrated everywhere, and Lin Kai also chatted with 
Liu Yun for a long time about what happened in the army. Lin Kai even made up Liu 
Yun to fool Liu Yun over. 



In the previous life, Lin Kai was an orphan and had never felt any maternal love, but he 
felt ample love from Liu Yun. 

In this life, since I was born again, then I can’t apologize for my status as the young 
master of the Lin family. I want the entire Jiangbei to remember my name Lin Kai! 

At night, Lin Kai stayed alone in his villa. 

The Lin family is a huge manor with twelve villas, while Lin Kai owns an independent 
villa. 

Sitting on the sofa, Lin Kai summoned a god-level extraction system through the control 
in his mind. 

I saw a screen appeared in front of Lin Kai’s eyes. This god-level extraction system, 
without an entity, existed in Lin Kai’s mind. 

As for the big screen in front of him, only Lin Kai could see it. 

Host: Lin Kai 

Age: 19 

Sex: Male 

Strength: 20 

Speed: 30 

Response: 10 

Stamina: 10 

Skills: Eagle Eye (Bronze), Watermelon (Bronze), Plastic Bag (Bronze) 

What appeared on the screen was Lin Kai’s personal details. 

Seeing the three bronze words appearing behind his three skills, Lin Kai was very 
curious, is it possible that there are skills and levels? 

“Does the system and skills have levels?” Lin Kai asked. 

Lin Kais ears heard the systems non-male and female mechanical voice: “Of course, 
the skills are divided into four levels: bronze, silver, gold, and gods. The host can 
upgrade your skills through upgrade points. Skills, every time you complete a task 



released by the system, the system will give you corresponding upgrade points and 
attribute points.” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, and he asked: “Oh? How many upgrade points and 
attribute points do I have now?” 

“Your upgrade point is forty, and your attribute point is forty.” 

“Tasks are also divided into levels, bronze-level tasks, after completion, you will get ten 
upgrade points and attribute points. Silver-level tasks can get one hundred upgrade 
points and attribute points. Gold-level tasks can get 1,000 Points. God-level missions 
can get ten thousand points.” 

“Host, you have completed four bronze-level missions, so you have forty upgrade points 
and forty attribute points.” 

“Host, you also have the ability to upgrade Hawkeye skills, do you use it now?” 

 


